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Robotic cars and sensors are not easily accessible and require hardware-specific 
implementations and libraries on microcontroller platforms such as Raspberry Pi and 
Arduino. The goal of this project was to develop a simulator that allows users to 
simulate autonomous robotics systems and visualize robotics algorithms. We 
encapsulated our functions into various APIs and followed object-oriented design 
principles. Because of this, the user can easily implement new algorithms on the client 
side. To test our simulation, we implemented simple motion planning and mapping 
algorithms, such as greedy algorithms and BFS as well as the log-odds algorithm.

In the future, we aim to not only have examples of these algorithms on simulation but 
also to visualize them in reality through an autonomous robotic car with a 
depth-sensing camera. Implementation choices of the simulator were decided in order 
to ease future integration with the physical robot car operation.

Motivation

Implementation Details

  Motion Planning for Precise Map with Sampling Methods 

Figure 6
Simulating Log-Odd Mapping

  Occupancy Grid Mapping for Imprecise Map

The simplest way to approach motion planning is using BFS (Breadth First Search) with 
every free configuration of the robot. However oftentimes, searching every 
configuration requires heavy computation. So, different samplings are used to  increase 
efficiency even though it sometimes sacrifices optimality of the path and completeness 
of the algorithm. 

We tested Uniform grids and Halton grids. with our simulator By calling plot_samples 
methods in the simulator class, the user can visualize all free-configuration spaces as 
shown below. Even though the uniform grid is more intuitive and easy to implement, 
the grid samples are not incremental — a large number of points must be added to 
refine resolution. Therefore, the Halton sequence is introduced for its good uniformity 
and incremental property, but still has deterministic property.

In object-oriented programming, the open/closed principle states that "software 
entities should be open for extension, but closed for modification”. By applying the 
factory pattern and the adaptor pattern, the user can add their own Robot, Sensor, 
Geometry changes without having to modify any of the existing code. 

Abstraction, which is another of the key concepts of OOD, handles complexity by 
hiding unnecessary details from the user. By publishing the robotcar through PyPi, 
users can install (pip) our package and simply interact with the simulator class without 
knowing the implementation details of our codes — such as collision detection 
(per-pixel collision detection) and rendering the map (vtk plotter). At the same time, 
they can contribute to the the codes by installing with -e option and make a pull 
request through GitHub.

With the below UML diagram, we have Rectangle and Circle for Geometry, Circlebot 
and Rectanglebot for Robot, and Birdeye and Lidar for Sensor interface. By combining 
these different types and adding variety of obstacles they can test out variety of 
algorithms.

Figure 2, 3: Grid Sampling vs Halton Grid Sampling with BFS

Figure 1: UML Design of the robotcar program

  Future Works

BFS with free configuration space is impossible to achieve when robots do not know 
the exact locations of obstacles. Also, real sensors are error-prone,  Thus, for every 
single grid of map, we must calculate the probability of cell being free or occupied. We 
accomplish this using the log-odds algorithm. For the purposes of demonstration, we 
hardcoded the parameters being passed into the algorithm, but these would typically 
be derived from real-world data.

In order to implement log-odds, we initially set the size of the grid and initial belief (0.5 
in the example below). And every time sensor hit free or occupied grid, we decrease or 
increase the log odd by constant factor. Also we plotted the LiDAR sensor as black line 
and hit point as red dot so that user can easily see the path with the LiDAR sensor.
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Our selection of algorithms mostly focus on simplified motion, planning, and mapping 
algorithms. We hope to increase the selection of algorithms displayed on this simulator 
to include Monte-Carlo localization and planning algorithms such as A*, Dijkstra, and 
Reinforcement Learning. We plan to evaluate the performance of these algorithms 
using our simulator, which will provide us the necessary insight to improve them.

Additionally, we aim to finish assembling, installing, and implementing code in order to 
transfer simulation algorithms to the robot. The robot car is based on the NVIDIA 
Jetson Nano with a refitted RC car frame. The main input sensor would be the Intel 
DepthSense d435i, from which depth data will be extracted in the future through 
libraries such as OpenCV.

Key steps to achieving successful implementation across simulation software and 
hardware will include many more simulations focused on robot car control and 
dynamics, in which simulations with PyBullet will be used for more realistic physics 
modeling. Advancing dynamics and controls will additionally increase the realism we 
can add to existing simulations.

Figure 4, 5 
Log-odd and update rule

Sensing is one of the most integral features of robot design. Sensing allows the robot 
to gather data about its surrounding environment, which can then be fed to mapping, 
planning, and localization algorithms, so that the robot can make accurate, 
probabilistic decisions about which obstacles lie in the environment and the most 
optimal path to take. 

In our simulation, we implemented a LiDAR, which is the most similar sensor to our 
depth-sensing camera on the physical car. premise of LiDAR is to send laser light from 
the robot’s position and measure statistics such as wavelength and time, of the laser 
when it is reflected back to the robot and make judgements about the environment, 
namely the distance from the robot to obstacles.

Our implementation of LiDAR sensing is used to simulate  object detection in the 
robot’s environment. Colored lines, which represent sensors, are emitted from the  
robot at specified angles. Collisions are determined if the equation of the  line 
produced by the sensor  can be solved, via a system of equations, with the line 
segments of obstacles in the environment. The points of collisions in the environment 
are then returned, and the sensor is resized accordingly. 

   LiDAR Sensing

Figure 7
Robot car used for testing
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